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Abstract

Motion capture (mocap) data is commonly used to recreate complex human motions in computer graphics. Mark-
ers are placed on an actor, and the captured movement of these markers allows us to animate computer-generated
characters. Technologies have been introduced which allow this technique to be used not only to retrieve rigid
body transformations, but also soft body motion such as the facial movement of an actor. The inherent difficul-
ties of working with facial mocap lies in the application of a discrete sampling of surface points to animate a
fine discontinuous mesh. Furthermore, in the general case, where the morphology of the actor’s face does not
coincide with that of the model we wish to animate, some form of retargetting must be applied. In this paper we
discuss methods to animate face meshes from mocap data with minimal user intervention using a surface-oriented
deformation paradigm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Animation

1. Introduction

Computer facial animation concerns the realistic animation
of human facial expressions, whether those expressions be
the common emotional responses (happiness, fear, disgust
etc.) or the movement of the lips and jaw during speech.
The difficulty of the task is compounded by the expert nature
of the audience. Viewers can often spot computer-generated
motions which can appear stilted and unnatural in compari-
son with their experience in everyday life.

In order to improve upon the disparity between the nat-
uralness of human facial movement and that of computer
generated characters, there has been a movement towards
the capture and representation of motions from real actors.
Much like the technology behind full body motion capture
(mocap), facial motions are generally captured by tracking
the movement of a set of markers placed on a subject’s face.
Since this technology is now maturing and is in greater com-
mercial use there is growing interest in how to drive the mo-
tion of synthetic actors with this facial motion data.

The two greatest challenges for the use of mocap data lie
in the application of this discrete surface sampling to drive a
fine discontinuous mesh, and its retargetting to face meshes
of different shape and scale. The first point is the classic

problem in facial animation: how do we model a complex bi-
ological system using only kinematic information? The sec-
ond is an extension of the difficulties found in full-body mo-
tion capture: how do we use motions gathered from one actor
to appear as if they were carried out by another?

In this paper we discuss a system which allows the re-use
of facial mocap data to drive facial meshes which vary in
both shape and structure.

2. Previous Work

Approaches to three-dimensional facial animation typically
conform to the categorisation of kinematic vs. dynamic ap-
proaches. Kinematic models attempt to model the motion of
the face in isolation from its physical means of production,
whereas dynamics systems model the changes of expression
as the result of a set of impulsive forces1, 2, 3, 4. In this paper
we focus upon the use of mocap data to drive facial mod-
els, and thus in the following sections we shall constrain our
review to kinematic approaches to facial animation. Further
in-depth discussion of approaches to face animation can be
found in Waters and Parke’s book on the subject5.

Conventional approaches to facial animation either rely
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upon a pre-defined set of target expressions6, 7 (morph tar-
gets), or a set of deformation functions that warp the space
in which the mesh is defined. Whereas morph targets can
be highly realistic, they require a large amount of artistic
work in defining the space of possible facial expressions.
If hand-defined, these models are typically highly redun-
dant, as the control parameters are non-orthogonal. Similar
methods have been proposed which automate the produc-
tion of targets using statistical models8. These techniques
provide orthogonal parameter sets, however, the output con-
trol technique is typically unintuitive and inappropriate to
artistic control. The disadvantages of morph target methods
means that much research focuses upon the definition of spa-
tial warping functions to control facial motion.

Waters9 defines a control method for facial animation
based upon the use of a few muscle functions. These dif-
fer from the dynamics approaches due to their coarse (non
force-related) approximation of the action of individual fa-
cial muscles. The displacement of individual vertices is de-
fined relative to their location within each individual defor-
mation volume. Further extensions have been proposed to
the muscle function method allowing skin bulging10 as well
as discontinuities11 in the facial mask.

Free-form deformations12 (FFD) have also been proposed
as a method for animating faces. Kalra13 uses a rational for-
mulation of FFDs to apply minimal perceptible facial actions
(MPAs) to a facial mesh. Tao14 uses non-parallelpiped FFD
lattices in an analysis-by-synthesis approach to track facial
motion.

Williams15 describes a method for animating faces direct
from video using a set of warping kernels. Each warping
kernel is used to apply the motion of a particular point in
the tracked image to the underlying mesh representation.
Guenteret al.16 also discuss the capture of facial expres-
sions by tracking large sets of markers. Using this technique,
highly realistic facial movements can be synthesised by rep-
resenting animations both in terms of the change in geometry
over time and the change in texture.

Noh and Neumann17 propose a method for retargetting
motions embedded in one mesh to another of different shape
and topology. The method assumes that the motion is fully
defined across the surface of the source mesh and does not
tackle the problem of extracting surface deformations from
mocap data. The method uses scattered data interpolation
techniques in coordination with a heuristic approach to re-
target the motions.

Some commercial systems (e.g. Famous3D18) have tack-
led the problem of retargetting facial motion capture data.
Unfortunately, these techniques typically require a large de-
gree of artistic labour, for example painting affection regions
onto the target face mesh for each of the motion captured
control points. The technique described in the following sec-
tions removes a large degree of the manual intervention re-
quired in retargetting motion capture.

3. Our Approach

In this paper we are concerned with the use of mocap data
on specific meshes which do not necessarily coincide with
the shape of the original actor’s face. This differs from the
problem tackled by Noh and Neumann17, who retargetted
dense motions embedded in one mesh to another but did not
discuss derivation of those motions from the original mocap
data.

The data used in this paper is captured with a Vicon mo-
tion capture system. High speed cameras (120Hz) capture
the movement of a set of 75 markers, including 7 on a head
mounted jig used to determine the rigid motion. This leads
to a sparse sampling of facial motion when compared to the
resolution of meshes typically used in facial animation (of-
ten containing between 5-10,000 vertices).

The problem of using this data is formulated in two stages:
firstly the retargetting of mocap data such that it appears
as though it were captured on the target face; secondly the
generation of motion vectors for all vertices in the target
face including those which do not coincide with the captured
points.

Retargetting of mocap points is performed by the use of
scattered data interpolation methods. Radial basis functions
(RBFs) are used to provide a mapping from the space of the
source motion capture to that of the target mesh. An energy
minimisation technique is used to define an optimal placing
of mocap points across the surface of the target mesh, allow-
ing the retargetting of motions using just a few hand-placed
control points.

In order to interpolate the motions defined at the mocap
points we use a surface-oriented spatial warp. A triangu-
lation of the mocap points is used as a control surface to
warp the underlying mesh. Explicit modelling of facial dis-
continuities is included in the formulation. Furthermore, the
same method is used within our mesh registration algorithm
to adapt a generic face mesh to an input target model.

The paper continues with a description of the planar bones
method used both to animate face models and to conform
the control surface to a new mesh (Section4), retargetting of
mocap data with RBFs, and a method for mesh registration
to allow the automatic placement of feature points on the
target. The results and conclusions are set out in Sections7
and8 respectively.

4. Animating Faces

In order to animate a face mesh using mocap data, the dis-
placements of the tracked feature points must be interpolated
to determine the motion of individual vertices. Discontinu-
ities in the mesh must also be taken into account, allowing,
for example, the lips to move independently.

In this paper the planar bones19 deformation technique is
used to control facial expression. This method has previously
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been applied to the use of MPEG-4 animation parameters to
drive a face mesh, and is well defined for the purposes of an-
imating facial expression. The method uses a coarse control
surface placed over the facial mask to warp the underlying
fine mesh geometry. The control surface used in this case is
a triangulation of the motion captured points, rather than the
MPEG-4 mesh previously reported19.

4.1. Planar Bone Deformations

Planar bone deformations are a reformulation of the Surface-
oriented FFD (SoFFD) surface warp20. Both SoFFDs and
planar bones share an identical basis with linear axial defor-
mations (bone deformations), but they use the plane spanned
by a triangular control element instead of a single segment
to drive the deformation of the underlying geometry.

Consider the triangle defined by the verticesO, P, Q
which are each displaced to their new locations ato, p, q.
Each vertex,S, in the mesh will be deformed tos according
to (1).

s = o+(S−O)
(

AOPQ
)−1

Aopq (1)

The transformation matricesAOPQ andAopq are given by
(2).

ALMN =


(M − L)

(N− L)
nLMN




nLMN = (M−L)×(N−L)
‖(M−L)×(N−L)‖

(2)

RB,0RB,1

RB,2

RC,0RC,2

RC,1

RA

Figure 1: Region classification for the planar bone affection
volume.

The underlying geometry is partitioned to determine
which vertices are affected by each bone. A volume sur-
rounding each control element, spanned by a given radius,
is used to perform that partitioning (fig.1). In order to calcu-
late the distance from a vertex to a planar bone several cases
must be taken into account. An initial classification (fig.2)

is made according to the barycentric coordinates (BarOPQ)
of the projection (∏OPQ) of the vertex Sonto the control ele-
mentOPQ (3).

R’B,0R’B,1

R’B,2

R’C,0R’C,2

R’C,1

RA

Figure 2: Candidate regions for the planar bone affection
volume.

∀S,(u,v,w) = BarOPQ(∏OPQ(S))

(u ≥ 0)∧ (v ≥ 0)∧ (w ≤ 1) ⇒ S ∈ RA
(u ≥ 0)∧ (v < 0)∧ (w ≤ 1) ⇒ S ∈ R′

B,0
(u ≥ 0)∧ (v ≥ 0)∧ (w > 1) ⇒ S ∈ R′

C,1
(u < 0)∧ (v ≥ 0)∧ (w ≤ 1) ⇒ S ∈ R′

B,1
(v < 0)∧ (w > 1) ⇒ S ∈ R′

C,2
(u < 0)∧ (w > 1) ⇒ S ∈ R′

B,2
(u < 0)∧ (v < 0) ⇒ S ∈ R′

C,0

(3)

Candidate regionsR′
B,i andR′

C,i from (3) (fig. 2) are sub-
sequently used to determine which vertices lie in the apex
and edge regionsRB,i (4) andRC,i (5).

∀S ∈ R′
B,i

ci(S) < 0 ⇒ S ∈ RC,i
ci(S) ∈ [0,‖ei‖] ⇒ S ∈ RB,i

ci(S) > ‖ei‖ ⇒ S ∈ RC,i+1

(4)

∀S ∈ R′
C,i

ci−1(S) ≤ ‖ei−1‖ ⇒ S ∈ RB,i−1
(ci−1(S) > ‖ei−1‖)∧

(ci(S) < 0) ⇒ S ∈ RC,i

ci(S) ≥ 0 ⇒ S ∈ RB,i

(5)

For every control element with verticesOPQ, ei and ci
from (5) are defined in equation (6). All indices in (6) and
subsequent equations are taken to be modulus 3.

ei = {O,P,Q}i+1−{O,P,Q}i

ci(S) = (S−{O,P,Q}i)·ei

‖ei‖
(6)

The definition ofei andci for the deformed control ele-
ment in subsequent equations is defined similarly to (6) by
substitutingopq for OPQ.
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For each of the regionsRB,i andRC,i, reference frames

BOPQ
i , Bopq

i ,COPQ
i andCopq

i are built using (7) and (8) where
nLMN is the normal of the control elementLMN as defined in
(2).

BLMN
i =




ei
ei×nLMN

‖ei×nLMN‖
nLMN


 (7)

CLMN
i =




ei×nLMN

‖ei×nLMN‖
ei−1×nLMN

‖ei−1×nLMN‖
nLMN


 (8)

For S belonging to regionsRB,i equation (1) is reformu-
lated to allow scaling only along the edge of the planar bone
(9). This mitigates for problems in the original SoFFD for-
mulation.

∀S ∈ RB,i,

s = {o, p,q}i +(S−{O,P,Q}i)
(

BOPQ
i

)−1
Bopq

i (9)

In order for the apex regionsRC,i to remain contiguous
with the surrounding regions, the transformation matrices
CLMN

i (8) are associated with their respective regions via a
similar reformulation to (9). However, in the present case
the deformation function includes a non-linear scaling term
between the two transformation matrices (10) to prevent the
distorting effects of shearing in the shape of the affection
volume. In (10), for a column vector,v, of dimensionN,
Diag(v) is defined as theN ×N matrix with diagonal ele-
mentsv j.

∀S ∈ RC,i,

s = {o, p,q}i+

(S−{O,P,Q}i)
(

COPQ
i

)−1
Diag




Di(S)
di(S)
Di(S)
di(S)
1


Copq

i

Di(S) = ‖∏OPQ(S)−{O,P,Q}i‖

di(S) = ‖(
∏OPQ(S)−{O,P,Q}i

)(
COPQ

i

)−1
Copq

i ‖
(10)

4.2. Combining Planar Bone Displacements

The formulation of Planar Bones in the previous section al-
lows the warping of a mesh with a single control element. In
order to provide continuous deformation of the underlying
mesh a method must be devised for handling cases where
vertices are under the influence of more than one element. In

this case the deformed vertex is defined as a weighted com-
bination of the contributions of each control element. Equa-
tion (11) defines the displacement of theith vertexSi to its
deformed positionsi as a sum of its displaced counterparts
s j

i with respect to thejth control element.

si = ∑
j

wi js
j
i (11)

The weightswi j from (11) are computed as a function of
the distancedi j of each control element to each vertex. The
weighting function must fulfill the requirement that it eval-
uates to 1 wheredi j = 0, and 0 wheredi j is greater than or
equal to the radius,R j, of the jth control element. Smooth-
ness in the decay is also desirable, therefore highly differen-
tiable functions (over the interval[0,R j]) are preferred. The
function we use is given in (12).

wi j =

{
( 1

2(1+ cos( di j

R j
π))) di j < R j

0 otherwise
(12)

A fraction of the closest distance to a connected vertex
in the control surface is used to determine the radiusR j of
each planar bone element. This preserves the intuitive prop-
erty that larger bones will exert a greater influence over the
surrounding geometry.

Figure 3: Affection volume masks for lower and upper jaw
applied on the reference mesh.

4.3. Modelling Discontinuities

One of the key problems in providing kinematic control of
a physical system, such as the face, is the modelling of dis-
continuities. For example, when the lower lip moves we do
not expect the upper lip to be dragged along with it. For this
reason a masking approach to discontinuities has been im-
plemented. A texture is defined in the cylindrical coordinate
space of each model (fig.4); this determines which planar
bones affect which regions of the face. The implemented
masking method enforces the boundaries at the discontinu-
ities between the lips and eyelids. The disadvantage to this
approach is that each model requires a set of masks to be
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defined in order to enforce the discontinuous nature of the
face. In Section6.1 we discuss the retargetting of disconti-
nuity masks to streamline the adaptation of this technique to
new face meshes.

5. Retargetting Mocap Data

The key problem with using facial motion data from a par-
ticular individual lies in its application to a mesh dissimilar
to the original actor from whom it was captured. Due to the
differences in shape and scale between individuals it is un-
clear how motion from one person would appear if produced
by another.

In this paper we use scattered data interpolation
techniques21 to define a mapping between two static faces,
and use this mapping to retarget further frames in the se-
quence. This assumes that the same volume transformation
occurs in subsequent frames of the animation. In the follow-
ing section we discuss the technique we use to define the
mapping between two static labelled faces.

5.1. Radial Basis Functions for Retargetting Mocap

The radial basis function (RBF) approach constructs an in-
terpolant as a linear combination of basis functions (the
RBFs). Defining a surface which interpolates a number of
known points relies upon determining the coefficientsαi
from (13).

f (x) = pm(x)+
n

∑
i=1

αiφi(‖x− xi‖) (13)

The value of the functionφi depends only upon the dis-
tance from its centrexi and thus is called radial. The weights,
αi, of the basis functions are found by placing the centres
back into (13) and solving the resulting set of linear equa-
tions.

The polynomial termpm is included to allow a certain
degree of polynomial precision, but may be excluded alto-
gether. Typicallypm is a simple affine transformation. Where
the influence of the RBFs tend to zero, the result of the in-
terpolation will be dominated by the influence of the poly-
nomial term. The polynomial term can be calculated at the
same time as theαis by solving the linear system in (14),
whereU andV are the source and target points respectively.




φ0,0 . . . φ0,n U0
...

. . .
...

...
φn,0 . . . φn,n Un

UT
0 . . . UT

n 0







α0
...

αn

pm


 =




V0
...

Vn

0


 (14)

For the purposes of spatial warping we use the inverse

multiquadric (15) for the RBF. These produceC∞ interpo-
lated surfaces when the functions are global and not locally
bounded. Other possible alternatives forφi include the Gaus-
sian and the thin-plate spline.

φ(x) =
1√

x2 + r2
(15)

The radii of each function,ri, is unique, and is determined
as the least distance,min, to its surrounding data points (16).

ri = mini�= j‖xi − x j‖ (16)

In order to create a mapping from one static face to an-
other, the linear system in (14) is constructed with the source
points,U , being the initial frame of the mocap sequence (as-
sumed to be a relaxed face) and the target points being the
same set of points labelled on the target face mesh. This
system can be solved by simple Gaussian elimination with
backsubstitution. The output mapping is then used in subse-
quent frames of the mocap sequence to retarget the anima-
tion.

Importantly, using this method, theV points must be la-
belled in similar relative positions on the target mesh. Oth-
erwise, the result of retargetting may be inconsistent with
the original animation; for example, creating shearing ef-
fects across the face. The labelling of theV points can also
be fairly time consuming and prone to error. For these rea-
sons we describe a method to place them semi-automatically
in Section6.

Additionally, to improve the stability in the result of the
animation, we remove the rigid body transformation that we
estimate by means of a jig worn by the subject. Where a jig is
not available the rigid transformation can be estimated using
a least-squares method.

5.2. Reconstructing Missing Data

Most motion capture systems rely upon the placement of
markers on the surface of the face, and the use of vision al-
gorithms to track the movement of those points over time.
Unfortunately, markers cannot be placed in certain areas of
the face; for example, inside the inner lip contour. As our
animation system relies upon the placement of a control sur-
face coincident with the surface of the mesh, these missing
points must be derived from the motion of the known mark-
ers.

In our system, missing data is expressed in terms of its
surrounding control points. Each inner lip marker is defined
as a vector offset in the local surface coordinate space of
its outer sibling. This maintains the relationship between the
inner and outer lip contours under local deformations. Fur-
ther improvements could be made to this by representing the
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compression and swelling of the lips, although this would be
difficult to accomplish without further information regarding
the specific actor the data was captured from.

Other markers on the surface of the face can be recovered
by relating them to the rigid transformation of surrounding
groups of points. Currently we only need to use this method
to recover the motion of the outer eye corner.

6. Mesh Registration

In order to adapt the control input provided by the mo-
tion capture stream (as described in Section5.1), the target
mesh must be labelled with the markers from the original se-
quence. To place the markers, a reference mesh, upon which
the markers are placed, is deformed to coincide with the tar-
get model. An energy minimization process is performed to
this end. The energy terms which determine the convergence
of the minimization procedure are designed to maintain the
structure of the reference mesh whilst minimizing the dis-
tance between the two surfaces. An initial approximation is
made in order to define a suitable start point for the mini-
mization procedure. An RBF-based spatial warp (see Sec-
tion 5.1), based upon the manual placement of a minimal set
of markers, is used in conjunction with a cylindrical projec-
tion onto the surface of the mesh to provide this start point.
A good approximation of the target surface can generally be
found using a set of only 10 or 12 markers.

Equation (17) determines the energy at each stage of
the minimization process. The strain (Estrain) and bending
(Ebend) terms, measured along the edges of the polygon
mesh, constrain the edges such that they tend to their initial
length, and that the angle between incident faces is main-
tained. These energy terms prevent the mesh from losing its
initial structure. The distance term (Edist ) encourages the ref-
erence mesh to conform to the target model. It is computed
by calculating the minimal distance between vertices on the
reference mesh and faces of the target. The coefficientsα, β,
andγare used to determine the relative weighting of the final
energy function, and to prevent the minimization procedure
from being dominated by any one term.

Emesh = αEdist +βEstrain +γEbend (17)

Equation (18) defines the terms representing the internal
energy of the mesh. In these expressions,ei represents theith

of N edges in the mesh, andbend(ei) is a function returning
the dot product between the normals of the incident faces to
the edgeei. All values subscripted with 0 refer to the initial
configuration of the mesh.

Estrain = 1
N ∑N

i |‖ei‖−‖(ei)0‖|N

Ebend = 1
N ∑N

i |bend(ei)− (bend(ei))0 |
(18)

The minimization process itself is performed by means of
the downhill simplex method22. At each stage of the min-
imization a simplex constructed from the problem search
space is either reflected, expanded, or contracted such that
it gravitates towards and contracts around the minima. In
order to reduce the dimensionality of the search space for
this routine, the deformation is performed using the planar
bone control surface via the displacement of its associated
vertices. These measures cause a significant reduction in the
complexity of the problem, and increase the computational
efficiency of the solution.

This approach can be seen as a surface-oriented analogy
to the well-known Snakes23 approach from computer vision.
The reference mesh is adapted to fit the target model in much
the same way as splines adapt to fit image contours in the
Snakes method. The internal energy maintaining the struc-
ture of our three-dimensional surface snake is formed by the
combination of the strain and bending terms in (17) and the
external energy is the distance term pulling the surface as
close as possible to the target mesh.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Reference mesh adapted to fit the ’Bhikhu’ tar-
get model: a) Reference mesh with original control surface;
b) Adapted reference mesh; c) Target mesh with retargetted
control surface.

6.1. Retargetting Discontinuities

As discussed in Section4.3masks are used to define the re-
gion of affection for planar bones on the boundaries of a fa-
cial discontinuity. This is highly mesh specific and laborious
to adapt by hand. For these reasons our retargetting method
provides an automated method for adapting these masks to
any input geometry. Using a cylindrical projection the fit-
ted geometry is used to render the discontinuity mask into
the texture space of the target mesh. In effect, the mask is
warped to fit the target geometry.

7. Results

Figure5 demonstrates the result of retargetting a mocap se-
quence of some simple speech to the ’Bhikhu’ mesh. The
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results demonstrate a good relationship between the origi-
nal movement of the face, and the frames from the resultant
animation retargetted using our method.

We have found that the RBF retargetting method de-
scribed within this paper works well at accounting for dif-
ferences in shape and scale between the original actor and
the target mesh. However, when the differences between the
actor and the target mesh are extreme the movements may
appear exaggerated. This is because the motion is scaled ac-
cording to the relative scale between the source and target.
Scaling these types of motion is inherently difficult because
there is no easy way to define how mocap from one per-
former should look on another (i.e. it is a subjective task).

Typically our process of retargetting mocap to a particu-
lar mesh only requires the hand-placement of 10-12 markers
on the surface of the target model. This is far less labour
intensive than current commercial applications for the same
purpose, which typically require a large degree of user inter-
vention to guide the adaptation.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we have described a novel method for the re-
targetting of facial mocap data with minimal user input. Ra-
dial basis functions are used to create a mapping between a
static frame of the captured sequence and the target mesh.
In subsequent frames this same mapping is used to trans-
form the movement of the captured markers into the space
of the target mesh. A planar bone deformation surface, de-
fined as a triangulation of the retargetted control points is
used to transfer the movement of these points to the vertices
of a fine discontinuous facial model.

The techniques described within this paper allow the use
of motion capture data with any facial mesh. This solves a
general problem with the application of mocap data to facial
animation, that of its use when animating a mesh which does
not exhibit the same general shape as the actor from whom
it was captured. Previously, adapting mocap to a particular
individual mesh would require a large amount of artist inter-
vention. Being able to adapt motions using a minimal set of
input points is a large improvement over methods typically
used commercially.

The use of facial motion capture data is far less developed
than the corresponding techniques in full body mocap. The
challenges of the former are not dissimilar to those already
tackled by research into the later. Yet, the solution to prob-
lems, such as face retargetting, cannot be trivially lifted from
previous work in body mocap. This is due to the disparity be-
tween the non-rigid motions of the face and the purely rigid
motion of limbs. For these reasons the authors foresee in-
teresting challenges in the reapplication of seminal research
concerning full-body mocap24, 25 to the animation of faces.
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